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Modern conditions of functioning of the enterprises of agro-industrial complex of Ukraine testify to increase of their dependence on results and efficiency of foreign economic activity. In connection with the above, the most important question is the analysis of the theoretical foundations of the process of foreign economic management and the definition of factors that necessitate the participation of agro-industrial formations of Ukraine in foreign economic activity.

Analysis of recent research and publications

Theoretical and methodological issues of determining the nature and importance of foreign economic activity management is the subject of research of many domestic and foreign scientists, in particular F. Taylor, A. Fayol, G. Weber, E. Durkheim, V. Pareto, G. Kunz, S. Odonnel, E. Dale, G. Tanenbaum, F. Masaryk, K. Barnard, V. Bakke, E. Trista, A. Emery, A. Rice and others. Among the authors who have given considerable attention to organizational and economics control components can distinguish L. Abalkina, I. Gontareva, L. Klimenko, I. Kryukov, A. Litvinova, Y. Luzan, N. Mazur, S. Modernogo, V. Ponomarenko, E. Yastremsky, B. Lukovskogo, O. Sekino, A. Yakovlev and others. However, despite the large number of studies, some theoretical and practical problems of management of foreign economic activity of agro-industrial formations remain unresolved. In particular, the terminological apparatus and components of the organizational and economic support for the management of foreign economic activity are not fully defined, which leads to confusion and errors when considering this problem.

The aim of the article is summarizing the essence of foreign economic activity of enterprises of agroindustrial formations, determination of features of the external environment of the agro-industrial groups in Ukraine that lead to their active participation in foreign trade activities.

The main part

Since Agroindustrial formations (further-AIF) carry out the activity taking into account features of...
their external environment. Among the main external factors of the activity of the AIF, it is possible to single out the peculiarities of demand for agro-industrial products. According to N.D. Yankiv, AIF of Ukraine should take into account long-term global trend of increasing geographic specialization of production and, as consequence, increase in volumes of foreign economic activity (hereinafter – FEA) in the agro-industrial sector [1]. Geographical specialization of agricultural production is associated with natural climatic features, accompanied by a decrease in regional differences in the consumption of agricultural products, as a consequence, the share of those products that are not produced in the region increases [2].

This is happening in the context of lagging growth rates of agricultural production in the world compared to the rate of population growth, which leads to an increase in demand for food on world markets. One of the important external factors of activity of AIF in Ukraine is the ongoing process of globalization, any economic activity in the world that is reflected in the reduction of trade barriers of all kinds and increase the impact of AIF on foreign markets [3].

It is necessary to take into account not only the demand from foreign consumers of AIF but also the peculiarities of changes in demand for agricultural products in Ukraine. Over the past 10 years, the population of Ukraine has decreased by 10 million people, which led to a significant reduction in domestic demand for agricultural products. Such a drop could compensate for the increase in the level of solvency of the population, but, unfortunately, economic and political crises only worsen the standard of living of the population of Ukraine. Thus, a negative external factor in the development of the AIF is the reduction of the domestic market due to the decrease in the population of Ukraine.

Also, a feature of the demand of AIF for Ukraine is that the share of processed products of agricultural origin is constantly increasing in contrast to the share of purely raw products. This makes it necessary to deepen the integration of agricultural and industrial enterprises.

An additional foreign economic component of the increase in demand for the products of AIF of Ukraine is the global trend to replace hydrocarbon fuel with biofuels. As a result, in the world, including in Ukraine, the volume of production and foreign trade in such types of agro-industrial products as rapeseed, sunflower, soybeans, and products and waste of their processing increases.

Another external factor in the activities of the AIF is a significant increase in the efficiency of agricultural activities, which makes it possible to significantly increase the volume of agricultural production in Ukraine. A significant increase in production opportunities requires an expansion of the share in the old and the search for new, primarily foreign markets [4]. In addition to the need to enter new foreign markets, AIF require significant investment, which is quite difficult to find in Ukraine, which is another factor in the high relevance of foreign economic activity of AIF.

Thus, the factors determining the need to participate in the foreign trade of the AIF of Ukraine are the following:
- increasing the efficiency and volume of agricultural production;
- stagnation of the domestic market of agro-industrial products;
- increased specialization of agro-industrial production in the world;
- reducing the specialization of consumption of agro-industrial products in the world;
- outpacing the population growth rate over the growth rate of agricultural production in the world;
- globalization of production and trade of agro-industrial products in the world;
- the tendency for biofuels to replace hydrocarbon fuels (see fig. 1).

It can be concluded that the peculiarities of the external environment of the Ukrainian AIF cause their active participation in foreign trade. Historically, the prerequisites for foreign trade of domestic enterprises were laid in the period of"perestroika". In 1987, the decentralization of foreign trade was announced with the provision of opportunities for enterprises to engage in foreign trade [5].

When Ukraine gained its independence, among the first laws was adopted the Law of Ukraine of April 16, 1991 "on foreign economic activity", which established the General basis of this activity [6]. Also at the state level, the conditions for the implementation of foreign trade taxation, in particular the value added tax, excise duty, duty and customs duties are defined. The regime of licensing and quotas of export-import operations for certain types of agricultural products has been defined.

The procedure for foreign trade AIF regulated by the Laws of Ukraine "on customs in Ukraine"," on the Single customs tariff", the Customs Code of Ukraine [7-9]. Presidential decree "on the application of International rules for the interpretation of commercial terms" [10]. Special attention should be paid to the International rules of interpretation of commercial terms, known as "INCOTERMS-2010 " [11]. These rules were developed by the international chamber of Commerce and entered into force on 01.01.2011. In "INCOTERMS-2010" set out a clear interpretation of the eleven main trade terms, which makes it possible to simplify the process of determining the conditions of foreign trade [12-13].

In General, methods of regulation of foreign trade of economic entities are divided into two groups: administrative and economic. Administrative methods are fiscal, restrictive and set for a short period of time. While economic methods, as noted L. V. Klimenko, are long-term and the highest manner, promote the development of foreign economic activity [15].
Fig. 1. Factors that determine the relevance and necessity of participation of agro-industrial formations of Ukraine in foreign economic activity  
*Source: own elaboration*

However, the formed legislative field of foreign trade for a long time did not lead to its active application by the AIF. Lack of conditions and infrastructure of activity of the agrarian market in Ukraine that led to chaoticness and opacity of wholesale trade in agricultural production was the reason of insufficient level of development of foreign economic activity of AIF. A partial solution to this problem was launched in 2000 with the issuance of the presidential Decree “on priority measures for the formation and functioning of the agricultural market”, which allowed to protect producers from the actual monopoly of intermediary firms in foreign trade [14].

In today’s time most of the AIF have a particular relevance to foreign trade, which can be considered at four levels: 1) at the level of the Supreme bodies of state power; 2) at the level of sectoral ministries and departments; 3) at the level of specialised foreign economic organisations; 4) at the level of individual AIF of Ukraine [4]. The subject of the study is to analyze the characteristics and problems of foreign trade at the fourth level – at the level of individual ACE.

L.O. Lisova believes that the evolution of views on foreign economic activity has historically passed three stages. At the first stage (up to the XIX century inclusive) FEA was based on classical descriptive concepts. At the second stage (mid 70-ies of XX art.) they were replaced by the theory of state regulation of foreign trade. The third stage (the end of XX art.) is characterized by a systematic approach to foreign trade management [16].

It can be concluded that the foreign trade of the AIF in modern conditions is based on the achievements of the classics of Economics (the theory of absolute advantages of A. Smith, the theory of relative advantages of D. Ricardo and G. Torrence, the theory of international value of J.St. mill, the works of the monetarists and J.M. Keynes, Heckscher-Ohlin theory, Truda. Tugan-Baranovskogo and Leontief), and the modern achievements of scientists and development economists of large transnational corporations.

Consider in more detail the views of modern scientists on the essence of foreign trade enterprises. Some authors define FEA as a set of legal acts and mechanisms that ensure interaction between domestic and foreign enterprises, but this translates the discussion into a purely legal field instead of an economic one [17].

Other scientists focus on the fact that foreign trade is economic cooperation of economic entities from different countries. So, L.M. Simachenko notes that the FEA is a set of economic relations and contacts between enterprises in different countries, formed under the influence of foreign economic policy of the state [18]. S.P. Polishchuk believes that FEA is a component of business enterprise and the main direction of the implementation and improvement of international cooperation [19]. However, the authors do not focus on the nature of cooperation between enterprises of different countries, on what can be attributed to foreign trade.

More specific definition is offered in the works of M. Shuan and L.M. Fedorets [20-21]. M. Shuan defines the foreign trade as a completely independent activity of the AIF on the choice of foreign partners, product, price, volumes, terms and other conditions of export-import operations. L.M. Fedorets under FEA understands a set of activities of the AIF of all forms
of ownership, which are aimed at interacting with foreign partners and contractors in order to make a profit.

It should be noted that these authors pay priority attention to the export-import orientation, or trade with foreign partners for profit. While the foreign trade of the AIF can also refer to the process of providing all kinds of resources, primarily financial and technical. This draws the attention of G.M. Ginesin, I.B. Crow, who noted that the FEA AIF should include the activities associated not only with the implementation of export-import transactions and foreign capital inflow [22].

The most complete, in our opinion, is the definition of FEA AIF, given in the work of Sm Kvashi. Foreign trade in agro-industrial complex (further – AIC) of Ukraine, the author proposes to consider as mutually beneficial economic relations between Ukrainian and foreign subjects of economic activities that take place in Ukraine and abroad and economic environment which is AIC [23]. The only thing that should be added, in our opinion, is a clarification of the nature of the relationship.

As a result of consideration of the approaches of contemporary authors to the conclusion that the FEA of AIF should be understood mutually beneficial economic relations between Ukrainian and foreign enterprises, which are connected with providing all kinds of resources, production and finishing to the consumer of agricultural products.

Another important theoretical issue is the generalization of scientists’ views on the concept of "foreign trade management" AIF. The classics of modern control theory are F. Taylor, A. Fayol, M. Weber, E. Durkheim, V. Pareto, G. Kunz, S. Odonnel, E. Dale, G. Tanenbaum, F. Masaryk, K. Barnard, W. Bakke, E.L. Trist, A. Emery, A. Rice and others. Management as one of types of functional activity of the enterprise is rather well defined category not only foreign, but also domestic scientists [24-32]. Under management in General, it is customary to understand the active influence of the subject of management on the parameters of the management object in order to achieve the desired parameters by means of certain management actions.

Various approaches to understanding the essence and analysis of management as an economic category have been formed in the scientific literature. H. Kunz and S. Odonnel propose the following grouping of these approaches: 1) empirical, based on the analysis of concrete situations; 2) interpersonal relations; 3) how group behavior; 4) how cooperowen social system; 5) how socoteco system; 6) how the decision-making process; 7) how the information exchange process; 8) scientific management; 9) operating [33]. There are also system, process, sociological and other approaches.

Management of such sphere of the enterprise as foreign trade has certain features in comparison with other types of activity. First, a special area, the level of activity of the enterprise-international. Secondly, a wider geographical scope of activities, long distances, other natural, climatic, cultural, temporary conditions of activity. Third, economic entities with different internal economic, political and legal conditions of activity participate in foreign trade activities. Fourth, the full subject of foreign trade are not only individual enterprises, but also directly to the state, as they establish certain requirements, restrictions on the movement of goods across their borders, set duties, subsidies, quotas for certain commodity groups, which is a significant tool for managing foreign trade enterprises [34]. It should be added that the issue of supporting foreign trade enterprises is one of the main tasks in the economic policy of the state in the modern conditions of globalization of the world economy, which will be given special attention in this study.

Foreign trade management is considered by scientists at several levels. At the national, regional and enterprise levels. Under the management of foreign economic activity at the macro level understand the impacts of the authorities (state, regional) for the subjects of foreign economic activity, is carried out with the help of administrative and economic instruments, in order to streamline their activities and achieve political and/or economic purposes [36].

This study will focus on the analysis of the FEA management process at the micro level. Based on the nature and category of "management" at the level of individual enterprises, under the management of foreign trade of the AIF we propose to understand the active impact of the management apparatus of the AIF on mutually beneficial economic relations of Ukrainian and foreign enterprises, which are associated with the provision of all kinds of resources, production and delivery to the consumer of agricultural products in order to achieve the desired parameters of the AIF.

Thus, one of the key issues in the process of management of foreign economic activity of AIF is the definition of certain desired parameters of activity or management targets to create organizational and economic conditions for their achievement. According to V.V. Yurchishin, the purpose of foreign trade management of the AIF is to increase the organizational and economic efficiency of foreign trade [37]. According to I.O. the Hook, the main reason of low efficiency of APF Ukraine is an imperfect economic mechanism [38]. We can fully agree with the opinion of the author that the improvement of organizational and economic support is one of the main conditions for achieving the goals of foreign trade management of agricultural enterprises.

FEA management, as well as any other activity, must comply with certain principles, be based on methods and ensure the implementation of scientifically based functions or management tasks. Consider the principles of foreign trade enterprise management. The most complete composition of the principles of foreign trade defined G.O. Gerasimenko, which, according to the author, consist of the
following:
— consistency-development of a set of measures necessary for the implementation of the project;
— process-consistency of actions in the process of activity, taking into account feedbacks;
— dynamism-adaptability to changes in the external and internal environment, manifested as the relationship of different methods of work and factors of influence;
— purposefulness — establishing relationships between the needs, interests of the enterprise and the goals of specific foreign economic projects;
— sociality-the acquisition of foreign trade enterprises of social significance;
— phasing-display the sequence of accumulation of information during the passage of certain stages;
— complexity-development of a set of interrelated projects that need to be implemented in order to implement the main project;
— selectivity-selection of the most promising foreign economic projects, taking into account the features of scientific and technological progress and economic and political situation;
— hierarchy-representation of foreign trade processes and projects in hierarchical subordination in accordance with the levels of management of the enterprise;
— multivariance-preparation of alternative solutions for the choice of means to achieve foreign trade goals and the definition of alternative foreign trade goals;
— independence — providing independence in decision-making and responsibility for their consequences;
— orientation-management orientation to the needs of the external market.

Management of foreign trade of the enterprise should be based on compliance with all the principles of management, since the mismatch of management to these principles can lead to a decrease in the efficiency of the management system and, as a consequence, reduce the efficiency of foreign trade of the enterprise.

Next, we consider methods of management of foreign economic activity of enterprise, understood as a set of methods, tools and techniques of influence on the foreign trade enterprises [39]. L.K. Kozhevnikova proposes to divide all the methods of management of foreign economic activity into three groups: economic, administrative and socio-psychological [34]. The economic methods include a system of economic measures, levers of influence on managed objects in order to achieve this goal. Economic methods provide unity of economic interests of two subjects of activity. The economic methods of foreign trade management include the stimulation of staff to work effectively, consumers to purchase products, partners to cooperate, society to a positive attitude to the enterprise. Economic methods of foreign trade management differ from others in that they are based on the assumption of the possibility and the need for bilateral, mutually beneficial cooperation between the subjects of foreign trade in order to achieve the goals and meet the economic interests of the subjects in parallel.

The disadvantage of economic methods is that some traders do not act in accordance with their own interests. For example, public authorities can act in the interests of individual entrepreneurs, and not in the interests of society and the personnel of the enterprise may not respond to incentives from cervista since, for example, may not have the desire to earn more than they need for current purposes (until such time as the staff will not develop new requirements) that will lead to a lack of the desired counter-reaction to economic methods of management of foreign economic activity of the enterprise.

In cases where the economic methods of foreign trade management do not have the desired performance, come into force administrative methods of management, which are based on a certain coercive nature of the interaction of foreign trade entities. Administrative methods of management include regulation, rationing, legal restriction through contracts and agreements, and the like. Thanks to the administrative methods of foreign trade management, the enterprise can provide a more predictable reaction of other foreign trade entities to its management actions.

The disadvantages of administrative methods of foreign trade is not the possibility of their use in relation to all subjects of foreign trade, since all of them except the staff, do not have to comply with administrative orders and may refuse to draw up legal contracts that will limit their activities. Deficiencies in the administrative techniques of foreign trade is the opposite reaction of resistance on the part of subjects of foreign economic activity on the methods of administrative control that is associated with the natural desire of every person to freedom of will.

Socio-psychological methods of foreign trade management are based on the establishment of personal relationships and relationships between the subjects of foreign trade. Socio-psychological methods of management are also called informal methods, because they are based on the moral and psychological motives of the foreign trade entities, such as the desire for interaction, communication, moral encouragement, internal development and confidence, psychological stability and others. The disadvantage of socio-psychological methods of foreign trade management is that it can be an advantage — informality. The negative side of the informality of this group of management methods is that the reaction to these management methods are unpredictable and their effectiveness depends entirely on the personality of the Manager.

None of the groups of methods of foreign trade management has complete superiority over others and has certain disadvantages. The management of the enterprise shall use management methods of all types according to those circumstances and tasks which are put before the enterprise in each separate case. Only
the complexity of the use of management methods will allow to obtain optimal results of foreign trade enterprises.

The last component of foreign trade management of the enterprise is the definition of its functions. Modern scientists pay much attention to this issue but still have not come to a common point of view [40-45]. O.G. Gerasimenko believes that the functions of management of foreign economic activity should enable constant updating of the product range and its manufacturing technology [41]. Yu.V. Makogon proposes to include export strategies, the production process and production relationships with domestic partners in the FEA functions [40]. L.E. Strowski adds to the aforementioned search functions and the creation of an export product, assess its competitiveness and ensure production requirements, planning and sourcing, ensuring internal resources [42]. However, the FEA functions given by the above-mentioned authors are rather specific tools, management tools than management functions.

Most scientists agree with the vision of the FEA management system as part of the overall management system of the enterprise, which necessitates subordination of FEA management functions to the General management functions. So, M.A. Ovsienko believes that the functions of management of foreign economic activity include the planning, organization, coordination, motivation, accounting, control and information provision. However, in our view, some of the proposed management functions can be combined. For example, organization with coordination, accounting with control. And information support in modern conditions is not a function of management, but only one of the components of such a function of the enterprise as the provision of resources. Without providing the enterprise with information resources, it is now impossible not only foreign economic, but also any business activity. Management is based on certain external and internal conditions of activity, including the provision of information resources.

A.M. Ovsienko separately allocates organizational and economic functions of foreign trade management. Which includes the choice of strategic directions of foreign trade, the choice of forms and methods of foreign trade, foreign trade planning, organization and coordination of foreign trade, marketing research, information support of foreign trade, accounting and control of foreign trade, motivation and development of personnel, financial management, commercial pricing [44]. Despite the unification of some functions into one group, the author increased their total number by adding to the management functions some other functions of the enterprise: production functions, functions of providing resources, marketing functions.

In general, the number of control functions may be increased depending on the desire of the author to clarify, to allocate them species, but it is possible to agree with L.K. Kozhevenkova, among which the management functions of the FEA proposes four main functions of management: planning, organization, motivation and control [45]. Let us consider in more detail the content of each of the General FEA management functions.

FEA planning is to establish general and specific objectives of FEA enterprise based on the analysis of all components of the external and internal environment of the enterprise. The analysis of the external environment is complicated by the need to collect information on foreign markets. The FEA planning process should be based on the classical principles of planning, among which the principle of optimal tasks and plans with their parallel validity should be highlighted. Optimality means search and selection of the best task (plan) from all possible. Such a plan, which will most allow to fulfill the General objectives of the enterprise. The validity of foreign trade planning means that the enterprise should choose only those options of plans (tasks) that can be realistically performed taking into account external and internal factors, the main of which are the demand for products in foreign markets and the availability of production capabilities of the enterprise.

Organization of foreign trade is to structure foreign trade, establish the conditions and parameters of interaction between internal participants of foreign trade enterprises, as well as the interaction of internal and external subjects of foreign trade. Specific areas of organization of foreign trade:

— establishment of such types of organizational, General and production structures of the enterprise that will allow to obtain the best results of foreign trade;
— the choice of a legal form and form of ownership of the enterprise, which will provide the best conditions for the implementation of foreign trade;
— selection of territorial and sectoral structure of foreign trade enterprises with the establishment of territorial markets for foreign trade and their industry specialization.

Particularly important, in our opinion, is the function of motivation in the process of foreign trade. As stated in the scientific works of O.S. Litvinov and O.O. Sukach, motivation is to meet certain needs and interests of the individual [46]. The motivation of all subjects of foreign trade both within the enterprise and in the near and far external environment does not coincide, since economic needs are subjective. This leads to the need to develop a system of measures-incentives to encourage themselves and others to act to achieve their own economic interests in the process of foreign trade.

This activity is called the system of foreign trade incentives and consists of two types of incentives: moral and material. Material incentives are based on economic management methods and are aimed at bilateral achievement of economic interests of subjects in the process of foreign trade-profit, income.

However, it is also important to use moral incentives, which is based on socio-psychological methods of management and is aimed at achieving the
economic interests of the enterprise and the psychological, not economic interests of other subjects of foreign trade. Moral stimulation is the primary function of foreign trade management in the case when the subjects of foreign trade are not elastic to changes in profits, income, or in cases where the company can not offer satisfaction of economic interests of the subjects-partners of foreign trade at a better level than competitors [46].

Thus, the essence of foreign trade and its management activities was considered. Principles, methods and functions of FEA management are analyzed.

Consideration of the theoretical foundations of the process of management of foreign economic activity of AIF of Ukraine allowed to draw the following conclusions:

The factors that determine the need for the participation of the Ukrainian AIF in foreign trade, namely: increasing the efficiency and volume of agricultural production in Ukraine; stagnation of the domestic market of agricultural products in Ukraine; increasing the specialization of agricultural production in the world; reducing the specialization of consumption of agricultural products in the world; outstripping the growth rate of population growth over the growth rate of agricultural production in the world; globalization of production and trade of agricultural products in the world; the tendency to replace hydrocarbon fuels with biofuels.

The result is a critical examination of ideas of modern authors concluded that the FEA of AIF should be understood mutually beneficial economic relations between Ukrainian and foreign enterprises, which are connected with providing all kinds of resources, production and finishing to the consumer of agricultural products.

Under the management of foreign trade AIF proposed to understand the active impact of the management of the ACE on mutually beneficial economic relations of Ukrainian and foreign enterprises, which are associated with the provision of all kinds of resources, production and delivery to the consumer products in order to achieve the desired parameters of the AIF.

Conclusions

In the process of considering the theoretical foundations of the process of management of foreign economic activity of AIF of Ukraine the following conclusions:

The factors that determine the need for the participation of the Ukrainian AIF in foreign trade, namely: increasing the efficiency and volume of agricultural production in Ukraine; stagnation of the domestic market of agricultural products in Ukraine; increasing the specialization of agricultural production in the world; reducing the specialization of consumption of agricultural products in the world; outstripping the growth rate of population growth over the growth rate of agricultural production in the world; globalization of production and trade of agricultural products in the world; the tendency to replace hydrocarbon fuels with biofuels.

The result is a critical examination of ideas of modern authors concluded that the FEA of AIF should be understood mutually beneficial economic relations between Ukrainian and foreign enterprises, which are connected with providing all kinds of resources, production and finishing to the consumer of agricultural products.

Under the management of foreign trade AIF proposed to understand the active impact of the management of the AIF on mutually beneficial economic relations of Ukrainian and foreign enterprises, which are associated with the provision of all kinds of resources, production and delivery to the consumer products in order to achieve the desired parameters of the AIF.

Abstract

This article is devoted to the study of theoretical and methodological issues of determining the nature and importance of management of foreign economic activity. It examines the determinants of the need for participation in foreign trade activities the agroindustrial formations in Ukraine and determined that the peculiarities of the agro-industrial groups of Ukraine are responsible to actively participate in foreign trade activities. As a result of the analysis of the approaches of modern authors concluded that under foreign trade activities the agroindustrial formations should be understood mutually beneficial economic relations between Ukrainian and foreign enterprises related to the provision of all types of resources, manufacturing and bringing to the consumer of agricultural products. The views of scientists on the concept of “management of foreign economic activity” of agro-industrial formations are analyzed and summarized. Under the management of foreign economic activity of the agro-industrial units proposed to understand the impacts of the administrative apparatus of the agro-industrial units on mutually beneficial economic relations between Ukrainian and foreign enterprises related to the provision of all types of resources, manufacturing and bringing to the consumer of agricultural products with the aim of achieving the desired parameters of agro-formations. The key issues in the management of foreign economic activity of agro-industrial formations is to determine certain desired parameters of activity or management targets to create organizational and economic conditions for their achievement. The principles, methods and functions of management of foreign economic activity are defined.

Due to the increasing dependence of the enterprises of agro-industrial complex of Ukraine, today the question of the analysis of theoretical bases of process of management of foreign economic and definition of factors
which cause need of participation of agro-industrial formations of Ukraine in foreign economic activity arises urgent and urgent.

The question of determining the nature and importance of management of foreign economic activity is the subject of study of many domestic and foreign scientists, in particular F. Taylor, A. Fayol, G. Weber, E. Durkheim, V. Pareto, G. Kunz, S. Odnonel, E. Dale, G. Tanenbaum, F. Masaryk, K. Barnard, V. Bakke, E. Trista, A. emery, A. rice and others. However, despite the large number of studies, some theoretical and practical problems of management of foreign economic activity of agro-industrial formations remain unresolved.

In particular, the terminological apparatus and components of the organizational and economic support for the management of foreign economic activity are not fully defined, which leads to confusion and errors when considering this problem.

This article aims at summarizing the essence of foreign economic activity of enterprises of agroindustrial formations, determination of features of the external environment of the agro-industrial groups in Ukraine that lead to their active participation in foreign trade activities.
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